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all adobe subscriptions, including creative cloud for ios, creative cloud for ipad, and creative cloud for android, include access to the latest and greatest adobe creative cloud apps. that means you get them first and can use them on any device you want to use. you're not locked into a single platform or device. you can access your apps anywhere. you can also upgrade your subscription at any time. so there's no need to invest in a
new device or platform if you choose not to. the pfeiffer consulting test for adobe creative cloud members shows apple's 13-inch m1-based macbook pro outpaces the same-size intel-based model using a quad-core intel core i5 processor on many tasks. for example, lightroom's new ai-powered super resolution feature takes 10 seconds to convert a 12-megapixel photo into a 48-megapixel photo on the m1 machine but 36 seconds on
the intel machine. lightroom and lightroom mobile users can now take their work with them. by keeping your full resolution files in the cloud, you can edit your images directly from your phone or tablet - then share with others through email, social media, and more. you can even access your images from any computer to make adjustments without a connection. instantly save your changes to a private version or share it on the web.

upload edited images to facebook and instagram to share your latest masterpiece. enjoy the flexibility to work anywhere. adobe has included a new filmstrip display feature that lets you see all of your images at once. click any image to see more, or scroll through the many collections and folders to see more of your images. easily zoom into the image and see additional details like the gps and lens information.
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lightroom cc has a wide range of options for adjusting the look of your photos. you can easily find the tools you need to enhance your photos, even if you dont
know the specific name of the tool. in addition to the tools listed below, you can also use the new tools in photo edit. lightroom cc 2018 (and prior versions)

lets you view and edit images that were created in both lightroom cc and adobe camera raw. simply open the image in one app and it will appear in the other.
lightroom cc 2018 will also recognise when you open an image from a non-lightroom cc compatible camera and open the photo in your app of choice. " this is

the first lightroom cc version to use apple's new photos app, which is in the ios 13 update and available as a standalone app on the app store. with photos,
you can see your entire library of images and videos and then browse them with a set of filters and tools. everything in your library is now available as a

searchable collection of tags. you can also share photos as links to social media or e-mail. lightroom cc 2018 is the first release to include the incredible new
"ai-powered" super resolution feature. this highlights details within images that are lost when you increase the size of the original photo. for example, super

resolution can bring out the details in a low-resolution photo and create a high-resolution version. the new "ai-powered" super resolution feature can also
make minor adjustments to photos, including correcting red-eye and filling in blemishes. to use super resolution, you can select an area of the image and then

the app will make adjustments to that area. lightroom also has a "pro" version available for photographers who want to fine-tune their images and is the
recommended paid version for those who want to invest in an additional subscription. 5ec8ef588b
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